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EPPIE WINNER~BEST THRILLER Val at "You Gotta Read" Reviews has given Nowhere to Hide by Joan
Hall Hovey their highest rating, You Gotta Read! You Gotta Read - Our highest rating - very few books will
earn this award. Val says, "This is one heck of an exciting, edge of your seat read! Nowhere to Hide had
EVERYTHING you could want in a suspenseful thriller. The character development in this book is unreal. I
was actually holding my breath long before the ending. Ms. Hovey has done an incredible job of getting into
the mind of a serial killer. If you haven't gotten this book yet, I highly suggest you do. You will not be
disappointed as this is one of the best thrillers I have read yet." Raised in an atmosphere of violence and
unpredictability, Ellen and Gail Morgan have banded together, survivors of a booze-fertilized battleground,
forming a fierce united front against an often cold and uncaring world. When their parents are killed in a car
crash, Ellen becomes the mother figure for Gail. When fifteen years later Gail is brutally raped and murdered
in her shabby New York basement apartment, practically on the eve of her big breakthrough as a singer,
Ellen is inconsolable. Rage at her younger sister's murder has nearly consumed her. So when her work as a
psychologist wins her an appearance on the evening news, Ellen seizes the moment. Staring straight into the
camera, she challenges the killer to come out of hiding: "Why don't you come after me? I'll be waiting for
you." Phone calls flood the station, but all leads go nowhere. The police investigation seems doomed to
failure. Then it happens: a note, written in red ink, slipped under the windshield wipers of her car, 'YOU'RE
IT.' Ellen has stirred the monster in his lair … and the hunter has become the hunted! "If you are looking for
the suspense thriller of the year-look no further…you will find it in Nowhere To Hide..."Jewel Dartt
Midnight Scribe Reviews
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From reader reviews:

Elaine Bell:

Book is to be different per grade. Book for children till adult are different content. As you may know that
book is very important for us. The book Nowhere to Hide was making you to know about other knowledge
and of course you can take more information. It doesn't matter what advantages for you. The reserve
Nowhere to Hide is not only giving you a lot more new information but also for being your friend when you
feel bored. You can spend your personal spend time to read your reserve. Try to make relationship with all
the book Nowhere to Hide. You never truly feel lose out for everything when you read some books.

Lena Drew:

Here thing why this particular Nowhere to Hide are different and dependable to be yours. First of all
studying a book is good but it depends in the content than it which is the content is as delicious as food or
not. Nowhere to Hide giving you information deeper since different ways, you can find any book out there
but there is no reserve that similar with Nowhere to Hide. It gives you thrill reading through journey, its open
up your current eyes about the thing that will happened in the world which is possibly can be happened
around you. It is easy to bring everywhere like in area, café, or even in your approach home by train. When
you are having difficulties in bringing the printed book maybe the form of Nowhere to Hide in e-book can be
your alternate.

Michele Williams:

People live in this new time of lifestyle always make an effort to and must have the free time or they will get
lots of stress from both way of life and work. So , when we ask do people have extra time, we will say
absolutely without a doubt. People is human not really a huge robot. Then we inquire again, what kind of
activity do you possess when the spare time coming to an individual of course your answer will probably
unlimited right. Then ever try this one, reading textbooks. It can be your alternative with spending your spare
time, typically the book you have read is Nowhere to Hide.

Refugio Kennedy:

Is it an individual who having spare time in that case spend it whole day through watching television
programs or just lying on the bed? Do you need something totally new? This Nowhere to Hide can be the
reply, oh how comes? It's a book you know. You are and so out of date, spending your spare time by reading
in this brand-new era is common not a geek activity. So what these textbooks have than the others?
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